where P denotes the orthogonal projection of H" onto A, is a C -contraction in the sense of [9] ; i.e., ||T|| = || Ps|| < 1 and T -► 0 strongly as n tends to oo. The first condition is clear and the second one follows from the fact that T = S" | K (= Sn restricted to X).
Moreover, we nave (0.2) T"P=P5", for ra = 0, 1,2, .... Using these facts, the following statements are clearly equivalent:
Conversely, if T is a C -contraction
(1) T is a weak C-contraction;
(2) 1/ ef and tr (/ -u\o)U(0)) < °°;
(3) U e J and tr(/ -<7*(a) (7(a)) < ~, for all a e D;
(4) DTÏ e(det)\
In fact, (1)=^> (2) JlL zs given by
(1) K0 = Kn)lïo;
(2) 3lî0 = % © K0 = ÎIÎ x K0 (Cartesian product). Let Tí = VHK be any invariant subspace containing % and let U -VW be the corresponding factorization of the inner function-operator U. Then V, W £ (det); moreover, if p, p ir, r , resp.) are the mif and the determinant of V (W, resp.), then p ' -ps (r ' = rt, resp.; s and / are scalar inner functions) and we have q = det U = (det I') (det W) = p'r' = (pr)(st).
On the other hand, prH2, C V(rH\) C VWH2( = t/f/j".. Therefore, pr < q < (pr)(st).
We conclude that st = 1, and p = mif of V = det V, r = mif of W = det W.
By Proposition 1.5, the mif of lli = JF £ tf¿{ rF e 5Hl = U //£■ is equal to p;
since the mif of 7Ï is also equal to p, it is not hard to verify that nc*p-*vpff*-niJT:*c)r, pi/2 cum.
The first part of the proof and the above inclusion imply that p= det U < det V = p.
Hence det U = det V and Tl = 51!. Q.E.D. Note. We shall see later that the statement (iii) is sharp.
Proof, (i) Let F £ ë(!)H) and let p be its mif (58); then q < p and q 4 pTherefore, there exists a factor q of q such that q does not divide p; let p = p r , where p = p V q . Then q < p , q 4 P and q A r = 1. Hence if F e S(?R), then PF 6 SO«) n K, and therefore, PlSOR)] C SOR) n K.
On the other hand, if F £ êCH) O K and G e II, then F + G has the same mif (llî) as F; hence F + G £ SOR) from which the result follows. has the desired property.
The statement relative to K^ follows from (ii) and the previous argument.
(iv) We are going to prove that ibinl) is always an F subset of H".
According to (i), SOR) = S0B. ) u SOR.) uSOR ) In order to prove that fe(JKs) is a first category subset we only need to show that H2K\tb(jHs) is dense in tf£.
We shall need the following The proof is complete now.
Remarks, Since K C V"=0 ÍS"(Ffe): * e / i and> clearly, piS^) e % tot all ¿ £ / and all n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , it follows that pK C %.; therefore, pHK C JÍÍ, i.e., q divides p. Hence q = p.
On the other hand, a standard argument shows that the set ^~,Ns = \E £ i-; qF divides p,NA is dense in i_.
Using these two facts it is not hard to conclude (by a formal repetition of the proof of Theorem 2.1) that the complement of fe"0R) in i-is a dense subset of £. (1) p£c5K.
(2) q i_ C .Ml (q an inner function) =î>p divides q.
(3) The set {F £ X: p does not divide qF = the mif ()li) of F\ is a first category F -subset of X.
Proof. Let 51 = V °°_0 ^"^^ 5Ï is an invariant subspace and therefore, by Then there exists a p-measurable subset E such that (1) such that dp = h it)dp, 0 < h it) < 1 (a.e., dp) and
Since lR C feOR ), we can assume that zz s CO SOU ) = M IR . In fact, we have the following sequence of implications: 51 C U°°_i 5K =^> 51 C 5H"0, for some 72Q =^> v < p"0 =*► XE(f) < hnQ (t) (a.e., dp). However, by our choice of E, this last inequality is false for all values of 72.
Therefore 51 </ U°° = i ^ > since 51 is clearly contained in fe(5ll ), we conclude that &(M ) r^U*3-! ^~ ' contradicting our assumption.
Since (by Theorem 2.1, (iii)) ë(5lï) = fe(51ï ) u ©', where &' is a countable union of subspaces, we conclude that fe(JH) itself cannot be written as a countable union of subspaces.
4. We shall complete this section with two miscellaneous results. is dense in A ) such that T X = XT, we shall write T ■<, T or T' !> T.
We have the following properties [ll]:
(1) T' > T if and only if T* > T'* ;
(2) T' > T and A' > T' imply T" >-T; Moreover, Pk(T)T = TPfe(T) (cf. [6, Chapter XI]).
Let F be a cyclic vector for T; then, from A = V°°_o T"F, we infer that be two Jordan operators of lengths co and co' resp., and assume that J >-J .
Then co = co', q' = q (for all ra), and both operators coincide (up to unitary equivalence).
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let K = \Jk Kfe and let Tfe = Pk(T)T = TPfc(T) as in 
